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Background to Need statements

Background: 

We are focused on inequality in education, for underserved communities compared to 
socially advantaged ones, researching about differences in the government's support for different 
districts.

We chose this issue because there are schools around Eastern and Southern Washington who 
doesn’t have the adequate resources for their students to learn and succeed, as this was a topic 
that we were passionate about, we chose it to find a way to assist those kids in need to 
empower them with a better education. 

Tools/Techniques: Scholarly articles (secondary research), stakeholders (counselors), School 
Administrators



Key insights from research
- 22% of children are living in poverty in the US, because of this 

children in poverty have 50% less vocabulary skills.

- Lack of nutrition from children's homes causes distractions 
and low focus levels in classrooms.

- Lack of technology and resources in households, with 
uneducated parents in underserved communities. 

- Staffing shortages because of low wages from lack of funds 
from the government that can’t support different programs.



Final Need Statements

A way to address the lack of education for lower-performing King County 
students is to help improve their grades.



Key Insights from our Stakeholders

srinivas khedam ji - northshore school assistance principle
- kids have enough passion and drive, they just need resources and 
-
- support through their journey
-
- create concept of 0 period so they can get help in the morning
-
- proper nutrition should be provided in order to keep stamina and focus



Solution 1: Start a Study Buddy Program at 
School 
Prototype 1: With kids that are new to the school, or kids that wants help 
with their homework, we plan to create a buddy system where these kids can 
have a study buddy that can help them with their homework. 



Solution 2: 

Prototype 1: Create a instagram account with lots of following, with this we 
can attract kids to also follow, and using statistics that instagram gives out 
every year we can target the audience that follow us.





Appendix

Stake holders:

1. Our School Counselors 
2. Local non profits
3. Srinivas khedam ji 

a. Assistant director of northshore school district
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